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SUMMARY

In this paper, we study the call admission control (CAC) and routing issue in multi-service networks. Two
categories of calls are considered: a narrow-band with blocked calls cleared and a wide-band with blocked
calls delayed. The optimisation is subject to several quality of service (QoS) constraints, either on the
packet or call level. The objective function is formulated as reward maximisation with penalty for delay. A
suboptimal solution is achieved by applying Markov decision process (MDP) theory together with a three-
level approximation. First, the network is decomposed into a set of links assumed to have independent
Markov and reward processes respectively. Second, the dimensions of the link Markov and reward
processes are reduced by aggregation of the call classes into call categories. Third, by applying
decomposition of the link Markov process, the link MDP tasks are simplified considerably. The CAC and
routing policy is computed by the policy iteration algorithm from MDP theory. The numerical results show
that the proposed CAC and routing method, based on the approximate link MDP framework, is able to find
an efficient trade-off between reward loss and average call set-up delay, outperforming conventional
methods such as least loaded routing (LLR). Copyright # 2006 AEIT.

1. INTRODUCTION

We consider the problem of optimal call admission control

(CAC) and routing in multi-service networks such as ATM

and STM networks, as well as IP networks, provided they

are extended with resource reservation capabilities. The

objective is to maximise the revenue from carried calls,

while meeting constraints on the quality of service (QoS)

and grade of service (GoS) on the packet and call level

respectively.

The network is offered traffic from K call classes. Each

call class is associated with one of P origin-destination

(OD) node pairs. Each OD pair is offered traffic from G

call categories, meaning that K ¼ PG. For presentation

simplicity, we assume G ¼ 2 which is represented by

one narrow-band (NB) category requesting a bandwidth

of bn Mbps, and one wide-band (WB) category requesting

bw Mbps ðbn < bwÞ. The required bandwidth is repre-

sented by the call’s peak bandwidth in case of determinis-

tic multiplexing, and by the call’s equivalent bandwidth in

case of statistical multiplexing.

It is well known that when calls are set up on demand,

the WB calls can suffer significantly higher rejection rates,

compared to NB calls, if there is no additional mechanism

to provide access fairness under overload conditions [1].

There exist two main approaches to cope with this fairness

problem: access control of NB calls or queuing of WB

calls.

Trunk reservation is a form of access control which

reserves capacity to WB calls by rejecting NB calls when
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the link occupancy is over a threshold. While access con-

trol can deliver good fairness properties, this is usually

achieved at the expense of bandwidth utilisation.

Queuing of a WB call request is done when there is not

sufficient bandwidth to accept the call request. When a suf-

ficient amount of bandwidth becomes available in the net-

work, a waiting WB call is allowed to enter the network.

This approach, if applied correctly, can provide access

fairness and increased bandwidth utilisation when com-

pared with trunk reservation.

Modern CAC and routing mechanisms are state-depen-

dent rather than static, which means that the decision to

reject the request for a new call, or to accept it on a parti-

cular path depends on the current occupancy of the net-

work. The state of the network is represented by the

number of calls from each class in service, or waiting

for service, at each network link. A state-dependent

CAC and routing policy is based on a mapping, for every

call class, from a network state space to a set of possible

routing decisions, see Figure 1. First, the CAC mechanism

determines the set of feasible paths between the source and

destination which offers sufficient QoS to the new and

existing calls in terms of delay, delay variation, and data

loss. Second, the CAC and routing mechanism should

select one path among the set of feasible paths to convey

the call or to reject the request if call acceptance would

diminish the expected revenue. While contributing to the

maximisation of the average revenue for the operator, this

choice must comply with GoS constraints in terms of

call blocking probabilities and call set-up delays. State-

dependent mechanisms offer advantages both in terms of

achievable revenue and ability to control the QoS and GoS.

This paper deals with a particular form of state-dependent

CAC and routing, where the behaviour of the network is for-

mulated as Markov decision process (MDP) [3, 4]. An MDP

is a controlled Markov process, where the set of state transi-

tions from the current Markov state to other Markov states

depends on the decision or action taken by the controller

in the current state. Reward delivery from the user to the net-

work can be modelled as occurring at call completion since

this provides a correct model of carried reward.

Nordström and Dziong proposed in Reference [5] an

MDP framework for CAC and routing with blocked NB

calls cleared and blocked WB calls delayed. The control

objective was formulated as maximisation of a reward

function being a linear combination of the reward from

accepted NB and WB calls and the average WB call set-

up delay treated as cost (penalty). A given OD pair can

be offered traffic from several NB and WB categories

which each can have an unique value of the reward para-

meter. Since both NB and WB calls are accounted for in

the control objective it becomes possible to control the

access fairness (call blocking probability) among both

the NB and WB classes and not just among the NB classes

Figure 1. State-dependent CAC and routing.
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as was suggested in Reference [6]. The trade-off between

NB and WB reward loss and average WB call set-up delay

is controlled by the weight of the average delay term.

The computational burden of the exact MDP framework

for CAC and routing is prohibitive even for moderate-size

networks. Fortunately, it can be reduced to manageable

levels by a set of modelling simplifications. First, the net-

work is decomposed into a set of links assumed to have

independent traffic and reward processes respectively.

Second, the K dimensional link Markov process and

link reward process are aggregated into a G dimensional

link Markov process and link reward process respectively.

Third, as will be studied in this paper, the exact G

dimensional link MDP task is transformed into an approx-

imate link MDP task which has feasible computational

complexity.

The computational burden of each link MDP task asso-

ciated with the G dimensional link Markov process

increases exponentially with the number of categories G.

In order to cope with the problem imposed by large state

spaces, several link MDP frameworks with reduced com-

putational cost have been proposed, notably methods

based on state aggregation [7], decomposition of the link

Markov process [6] and polynomial cost approximation

[8, 9].

Krishnan and Hübner proposed a state aggregation link

MDP framework based on a scalar link state representing

the link occupancy [7]. Transition probabilities between

link states were derived from link occupancy probabilities

obtained by a recursive procedure due to Kaufman [10]

and Roberts [11]. The MDP task was solved by one-step

policy iteration.

Nordström and Carlström proposed a modification of

the link reward model used in Krishnan’s and Hübner’s

state aggregation method [12]. The new reward model

more accurately reflects the bandwidth occupancy by dif-

ferent call categories. The modification can improve the

network revenue significantly according to simulation

results in Reference [12].

The link Markov process decomposition method is due to

Liao and Mason [13] and Dziong, Liao and Mason [6]. They

observed that when the holding times of WB calls are signif-

icantly longer than for NB calls, the NB process changes

state much more often than the WB process. This justifies

that the NB and WB process can be analysed separately.

The NB process is analysed separately for each state

of the WB process, and the WB process is analysed by tak-

ing the average ‘disturbance’ of the NB process into account.

State aggregation cannot be used between the NB loss

category and the WB delay category, since the state space

is not coordinate convex. The condition for coordinate

convexity is not fulfilled since NB transitions are allowed

from a given state (due to a NB call departure) but a transi-

tion in the other direction (due to a NB call arrival) is not

always allowed. In order to maintain coordinate convexity,

the NB arrival should sometimes be able to preempt a WB

call from the link to the queue, which is not allowed. How-

ever, we can use state aggregation within the NB loss cate-

gory and WB delay category. For example, we can

construct an NB super-category from a set of NB subcate-

gories with different NB bandwidth requirements. Link

Markov process decomposition can then be applied

between the NB and WB super-categories.

Marbach, Mihatch and Tsitsiklis applied reinforcement

learning to estimate the optimal second-degree polynomial

link-cost approximation [8]. Although the complexity of

each simulation step is fixed and low, the required number

of simulation steps is large (in the order of 107).

Rummukainen and Virtamo proposed an analytical link

model for computing the cost relative values as a linear

combination of a modest number of basis vectors [9].

Single- and double-coordinate monomial vectors, piece-

wise constant vectors and piecewise single-coordinate

monomial vectors were considered as basis vectors. The

MDP task was solved by one-step policy iteration.

In this paper, we propose a new decomposed link MDP

model for the CAC and routing objective proposed in

part I of this paper [5]. The link MDP model for the

WB process is the same as in Reference [6]. The link

MDP model for the set of NB processes is new. The set

NB processes are classified into NB processes without a

trapping state and NB processes with a trapping state.

When the NB process enters a trapping state it stays there

until the WB process enters a new state. The presence of

a trapping state makes the NB process non-irreducible.

An NB process without a trapping state can be analysed

in the standard way. However, an NB process with a trap-

ping state must use a new solution model to obtain the

relative values.

The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we

describe how the concept of link Markov process decom-

position can be used to obtain a computationally feasible

solution to the considered CAC and routing problem.

Second, we present an extensive numerical evaluation,

based on simulation, of the MDP-based methods for

CAC and routing. For comparison, the performance of

the least loaded routing (LLR) algorithm is also evaluated.

A numerical comparison to the polynomial cost approx-

imation by Rummukainen and Virtamo is left for future

work.

MDP-BASED CAC AND ROUTING WITH DELAYED CALLS
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The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 formulates

the CAC and routing problem in terms of offered traffic,

network and queuing model, QoS and GoS constraints

and optimisation objective. Section 3 describes the net-

work model and the decomposed link MDP model.

Section 4 outlines the MDP computation procedure.

Section 5 presents formulas for the computational com-

plexity for the approximate link MDP models based on

state aggregation and link Markov process decomposition.

Section 6 gives a summary of the numerical/simulation-

based evaluation of the performance of the MDP-based

methods as well as some conventional routing methods.

Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper. Sections 2, 3 and

4 have some text common with part I of this paper.

2. CAC AND ROUTING PROBLEM
FORMULATION

2.1. Traffic assumptions

The network is offered traffic from K classes which are, for

sake of simplicity, subject to deterministic multiplexing.

The j-th class, j 2 J ¼ f1; . . . ;Kg, is characterised by

the following:

� Origin-destination (OD) node pair,

� Bandwidth requirement bj [Mbps],

� Poissonian call arrival process with rate lj ½s�1�,
� Exponentially distributed call holding time with mean

1=mj [s],

� Set of alternative routes, Wj, and

� Reward parameter rj 2 ð0;1Þ.

The parameter rj is a CAC and routing control parameter

that can be used to achieve several different objectives of

the network operator. In particular it can be used to max-

imise the network revenue if the reward parameters are

proportional to the call charging. It can also be used to

achieve fairness in network access by increasing the

reward parameters for handicapped calls and vice versa.

On the network links, the classes are aggregated

into G ¼ 2 bandwidth categories. The i-th category, i 2
I ¼ f1; 2g ¼ fn;wg, on link s, is characterised by:

� Bandwidth requirement bi 2 fbn; bwg [Mbps],

� Average mean call holding time 1=�mmsi [s],

� Average reward parameter �rrsi ðpÞ.

where p denotes the CAC and routing policy.

The symbols used in this paper are listed in Tables 1–3.

2.2. Network and queuing model

The network is assumed to consist of a set of switching

nodes. The switching nodes communicate in both traffic flow

directions using uni-directional links. Each uni-directional

link has one finite FIFO queue for WB call requests. The fol-

lowing basic scheme of queuing system management, ori-

ginally proposed in Reference [6], is assumed throughout

the paper. When the path chosen by the CAC and routing

algorithm has sufficient available capacity for the new WB

call, the call is set up between the considered OD node.

Otherwise, at least one link along the path is not able to

directly accept the new WB call. At those links, the new

WB call request joins the queue at the tail. We assume that

the path would not be chosen when some of its links has

insufficient capacity on both the link and in the queue. At

links with sufficient capacity, bandwidth is reserved for the

new WB call while waiting for all links to be ready to accept

the call. A link queue is served when a sufficient number of

bandwidth units become available on the link. In this case,

bandwidth for the WB call at the head of the queue is

reserved on the link. When bandwidth has been reserved

Table 1. Symbols used in the paper (a).

Network CAC and routing policy p
Link CAC policy psn,psw
Number of OD pairs P
Number of call classes K
Number of call categories G
Class index j
Category index i
Link index s
Path index k
Set of class indices J
Set of category indices I
Set of link indices S
Set of link indices for path k Sk
Bandwidth requirement bj
Call arrival rate lj
Call holding time 1=mj
Set of alternative routes Wj

Number of alternative routes H
Reward parameter rj
Average link reward parameter �rrsi ðpÞ
Average mean holding time 1=�mmsi
Offered network reward R
Carried network objective reward �RRD

Carried network reward �RR
Average call set-up delay �DD
Delay penalty weight a
Network state z
NB link state xn, yn
WB link state xw, yw
State transformation function fiðxÞ
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on every link along the path for a given WB call, the call is

set up between the considered OD node pair.

The advantage of this scheme is its simplicity but its

performance may have some drawbacks. One is the ‘reser-

vation’ traffic caused by multi-link calls due to bandwidth

reservation on some links while the call request is in the

queue of other links. Although this ‘reservation’ traffic is

likely to be negligible under nominal conditions, it can be

significant in case of overloads.

2.3. QoS and GoS constraints

CAC and routing faces QoS constraints and, possibly, GoS

constraints. First, the CACQoS function finds the set of fea-

sible paths that comply with the end-to-end QoS con-

straints of the requested call class. Second, the routing

function selects a path for the new call. Third, the

CACGoS function accepts/rejects this choice based on rev-

enue considerations and end-to-end GoS constraints of the

requested call class.

We adopt the definition of QoS and GoS recommended by

ITU [14]. The QoS measures include packet delay, packet

delay variation and packet loss probability. To simplify

CAC, each link typically has a target QoS level that it should

maintain. The link QoS constraint is used by the MDP rout-

ing controller to determine the set of feasible link states.

The GoS measures include call blocking probability and

the call set-up delay. As already mentioned, the reward para-

meters offer a flexible tool for controlling the GoS among

the call classes. The reward parameters that are in agreement

with the revenue objective of the network operator and the

GoS demands of the users can be determined by some auto-

mated search procedure. The end-to-end call blocking prob-

abilities for a given configuration of reward parameters can

be determined from a set of fixed point equations [15].

2.4. Objective function

In our loss-delay type of system, we have to deal with bi-

objective type function. Let us first define each objective

separately. To take into account traffic losses due to rejec-

tion of NB and WB call we apply reward formulation. In

this case the reward from a carried call is defined by the

reward rate qj ¼ rjmj where rj, mj denotes reward parameter

and departure rate of the j-th type connection respectively.

Now we can define the objective function, �RR, as average

reward from the network given by

�RR ¼
X
j

rj�llj ð1Þ

Table 2. Symbols used in the paper (b).

NB state space Xnðx0wÞ
WB state space Xw

Set of possible x0n states Ynðx0w; xwÞ
Set of possible x0w states Ywðx0wÞ
Lower limit for NB occupancy Lðx0w; xwÞ
Number of class j calls zj
Queue state zsl ; xl
Link capacity Cs

Queue capacity Ls

NB action space An

WB action space Aw

Action an; aw
NB state transition probability pxnyn jx0wðanÞ
WB state transition probability pxwywðawÞ
Link reward parameter rsj ðpÞ
Rate of offered calls lkj ðpÞ
Rate of accepted calls �ll

s

j

NB link call arrival rate lsnðxn; x0w; pÞ
WB link call arrival rate lswðxw; pÞ
Blocking probability Bc

j ðpÞ
NB filtering probability �s

njkðxn; x0w; pÞ
WB filtering probability �s

wjkðxw; pÞ
Category probability psij
NB average sojourn time �ðxn; x0w; anÞ
WB average sojourn time �ðxw; awÞ
NB expected reward Rs

Dnðxn; x0w; anÞ
WB expected reward Rs

Dwðxw; awÞ
Exceptional service time �sðxwÞ�1

Queue access probability BwðxwÞ
NB reward rate qsnðxn; x0wÞ
WB reward rate qswðxwÞ

Table 3. Symbols used in the paper (c).

Path net-gain gkj ðy; pÞ
Link net-gain gsi ðx; pÞ
NB link net-gain gsnðxn; x0w; pÞ
WB link net-gain gswðxw; xþw ; pÞ
NB increment vector �n
WB increment vector �w
Link shadow price psi ðx; pÞ
Relative reward msðyn; x0w; anÞ
NB relative value vsnðxn; xw; pÞ
WB relative value vswðxw; pÞ
NB reference state xnr
WB reference state xwr
Trunk reservation parameter �nj
Total offered traffic load �
#simulation points per curve N
#simulation runs per point M
Pooled variance s2

Variance of pooled variance S2

Reward loss L
Objective reward loss LD
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where �llj denotes the j-th class connection acceptance rate

(the process is assumed to be stationary). The obvious goal

of the CAC and routing algorithm is to maximise the

objective function. This approach was already applied in

state-dependent routing schemes for loss systems pre-

sented in References [16, 17]. The reward maximisation

has several advantages from the management point of view

since by controlling the reward parameters one can almost

independently control the grade of service of individual

streams (cf. [16, 17]). Another advantage is that by using

the control model presented in References [16, 17], the

objective function can be decomposed as follows

�RR ¼
X
s

�RRs ð2Þ

where �RRs denotes the average reward from the s-th link.

Since in our system the NB and WB calls are treated differ-

ently it may be convenient to separate the corresponding

rewards:

�RR ¼ �RRn þ �RRw ¼
X
s

½�RRs
n þ �RRs

w� ð3Þ

If we would be concerned only with the delay of WB

connections, the natural objective of the CAC and routing

algorithm would be to minimise the average delay of calls,
�DD. For the proposed management of queuing system such

an objective function is given by

�DD ¼
X
s

�DDs l
s
w

lw
ð4Þ

where �DDs denotes the average delay of calls in the s-th link

queue and lsw, lw denote the arrival rate of WB calls

offered to the s-th link and totally, to all OD pairs of the

network respectively.

In general the presented two objectives are conflicting,

that is when �DD is increased by the control, �RR is also

increased and vice versa. Thus the global objective func-

tion must provide a mechanism to trade-off the mentioned

two objectives.

We select for the objective function a linear combina-

tion of the two, which can also be interpreted as reward

maximisation with penalty for delay of WB, calls:

�RRD ¼ �RR� a�DD ð5Þ
where a is the delay penalty weight which determines the

trade-off value between the reward and average delay

changes. By using Equations (2),(4) in Equation (5) we

arrive at

�RRD ¼
X
s

�RRs � a�DDs l
s
w

lw

� �
ð6Þ

This form of the objective function illustrates the

desired separability of the objective function.

Note that the form of Equation (6) suggests that the

delay penalty weight can be also link dependent:

�RRD ¼
X
s

�RRs � as �DDs l
s
w

lw

� �
ð7Þ

This feature gives additional freedom of distributing the

delay among the links which may be of importance in

practical problems.

3. MDP MODELING

3.1. Network decomposition

The behaviour of the network under consideration can be

described by a MDP with the objective to maximise the

reward function defined by Equation (7). The correspond-

ing reward rate, qðzÞ, is given by:

qðzÞ ¼
X
j2Jn

rjzjmn þ
X
j2Jw

rjzjmw �
X
s2S

as
zsl
lw

ð8Þ

where z denotes the network state and zj; z
s
l denote the

number of the j-th type calls and the number of calls in

the s-th queue in state z, respectively, Jn denotes the set

of NB classes, Jw denotes the set of WB classes and S

denotes the set of all link indices in the network.

The action space is given by

A ¼ fa ¼ fajg : aj 2 f0g [Wj; j 2 Jg ð9Þ

where aj ¼ 0 denotes call rejection and the set Wj contains

the indices of the alternative routes possible for an

accepted class j call.

The network state and action spaces can be very large,

even for moderate-size networks. We therefore decompose

the network into a set of links assumed to have indepen-

dent traffic and reward processes respectively [18].

The network Markov process is decomposed into a set

of independent link Markov processes, driven by state-

dependent Poisson call arrival processes with rate

lsj ðx; pÞ, where p denotes the CAC and routing policy. In

particular, a call connected on a path consisting of l links is

decomposed into l independent link calls characterised by

the same mean call holding time as the original call.

The network reward process is decomposed into a set of

separable link reward processes. The link call reward para-

meters rsj ðpÞ fulfil the obvious condition that

rj ¼
X
s2Sk

rsj ðpÞ ð10Þ
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where Sk denotes the set of links constituting path k, spe-

cified by the routing policy p. Different models for com-

puting link reward parameters are possible [18]. In this

paper, we use a simple rule: the call reward is distributed

uniformly among the path’s links, resulting in the formula

rsj ðpÞ ¼ rj=l, where l denotes the number links in the call’s

path.

Even in the decomposed network model, the state space

can be quite large when many call classes share the links.

One way to reduce the state space is to construct a modi-

fied link reward process in which the link call classes with

the same bandwidth requirement are aggregated into one

category i 2 I with average reward parameter defined as

[18]:

�rrsi ðpÞ ¼
P

j2Ji r
s
j ðpÞ�llsj ðpÞP

j2Ji
�llsj ðpÞ

ð11Þ

where Ji denotes the set of classes that belongs to the i-th

category, and �llsj ðpÞ denotes the average rate of class-j calls

accepted on link s. In the following, this simplification is

adopted, which reduces the number of effective classes to

the number of classes with unique bandwidth requirement.

3.2. Decomposed link MDP model

It is expected that the considered WB services will be char-

acterised by service times significantly longer than that of

NB calls. This feature gives rise for using the so called

near-complete decomposability feature. In Reference [13]

it was shown that based on this premise one can approximate

the link Markov process by two separate NB and WB pro-

cesses. The presented results indicate that the approach is

very efficient and accurate even for the case of equal mean

holding times for both NB and WB calls. The link Markov

process decomposition for mixed loss-delay call set up was

first presented in Reference [6] which considered a different

CAC and routing objective than we do. In this subsection, we

formulate the decomposed link MDP model for our new

CAC and routing objective.

3.2.1. Link model for narrow-band process. The NB link

process is assumed to reach steady state distribution for

each number of WB calls, x0w, in the system (on the link

and in the queue). The state of the NB link process can

be described by a vector xn ¼ ðxn; xwÞ, where xn and xw
denotes the number of NB and WB calls on the link

respectively. A Markov NB decision problem is associated

with each value x0w of the number of WB calls in the

system.

The state space for the NB process, fxng, in WB state

x0w, is given by:

Xnðx0wÞ ¼fxn ¼ ðxn; xwÞ : xn 2 Ynðx0w; xwÞ
and xw 2 Ywðx0wÞg

ð12Þ

where the set Ynðx0w; xwÞ denotes the possible values of xn
when the number of WB calls in the system is x0w and the

number of WB calls on the link is xw:

Ynðx0w; xwÞ ¼ xn : Lðx0w; xwÞ � xnbn � Cs � xwbw
� �

ð13Þ

where

Lðx0w; xwÞ ¼
0; x0w ¼ xw
Cs � ðxw þ 1Þbw; x0w > xw; xw < Ns

w

0; x0w > xw; xw ¼ Ns
w

8<
:

ð14Þ

where Ns
w denotes the maximum number of WB calls on

link s. The set Ywðx0wÞ denotes the possible states xw in

WB state x0w:

Ywðx0wÞ ¼ xw : max ð0; x0w � LsÞ � xw � minðNs
w; x

0
wÞ

� �
ð15Þ

where Ls denotes the maximum queue size on link s. The

action space is given by:

An ¼ an : an 2 f0; 1gf g ð16Þ

where an ¼ 0 denotes call rejection and an ¼ 1 denotes

call acceptance. The permissible action space is a state-

dependent subset of An:

Anðxn; x0wÞ ¼ an 2 An : an ¼ 0 if xn þ �n =2Xnðx0wÞ
� �

ð17Þ

where �n denotes the vector ð1; 0ÞT
. The state transition

probabilities are given by:

pxnynjx0wðanÞ ¼

lsnðxn; x0w; pÞan�ðxn; x0wanÞ; yn ¼ xn þ �n 2 Xnðx0wÞ
xn�mmsn�ðxn; x0w; anÞ; yn ¼ xn � �n 2 Xnðx0wÞ and xn � �n þ �w =2Xnðx0wÞ
xn�mmsn�ðxn; x0w; anÞ; yn ¼ xn � �n þ �w 2 Xnðx0wÞ
0; otherwise

8>><
>>: ð18Þ
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where lsnðxn; x0w; pÞ denotes the NB category arrival rate to

the link in state ðxn; x0wÞ under routing policy p,

�ðxn; x0w; anÞ denotes the average sojourn time in state

ðxn; x0wÞ and �w denotes the vector ð0; 1ÞT
.

The link call arrival rates, lsnðxn; x0w; pÞ are given by:

lsnðxn; x0w; pÞ ¼
X
j2Jn

X
k2Ws

j

lkj ðpÞ�s
njkðxn; x0w; pÞ

Y
c2Sknfsg

ð1 � Bc
j ðpÞÞ

ð19Þ

where s 2 Sk, B
c
j ðpÞ denotes the probability that link c has

not enough capacity to accept a class j call, Ws
j denotes the

set of alternative paths for class j that traverses link s, and

�s
njkðxn; x0w; pÞ denotes a filtering probability defined as:

�s
njkðxn; x0w; pÞ

¼ P
X

c2Sknfsg
pcj ðxn; x0w; pÞ < rj � psj ðxn; x0w; pÞj�BBj

8<
:

9=
;
ð20Þ

where �BBj denotes the condition that no link on path k is in

the blocking state, pcj ðxn; x0w; pÞ denotes the state-depen-

dent link shadow price for class j on link c (note that

psj ðxn; x0w; pÞ is constant in Equation (20)). In other words

�s
njkðxn; x0w; pÞ is the probability that the path net-gain is

positive (on condition that there is enough path capacity

to carry the call). The filtering probability can be computed

using link state distributions [15], or approximated with

one according to experiments in Reference [18]. The

lkj ðpÞ denote the arrival rate of class j to path k 2 Wj,

and is given by the following load sharing model [18]:

lkj ðpÞ ¼ lj
�llkj ðpÞP

h2Wj

�llhj ðpÞ
ð21Þ

where the �llkj ðpÞ denotes the average rate of accepted

class j calls on path k, and lj denotes the arrival rate of

class j.

The average departure rate for the NB category is com-

puted as:

�mmsn ¼
X
j2Jn

psnjm
�1
j

" #�1

ð22Þ

where psnj denotes the probability that an arbitrary NB call

found on the link is from class j 2 Jn:

psnj ¼
�llsj ðpÞP
c2Jn

�llscðpÞ
ð23Þ

where �llsj ðpÞ denotes the average rate of accepted class j

calls on link s.

The average sojourn time in state ðxn; x0wÞ is given by:

�ðxn; x0w; anÞ ¼ xn�mmsn þ anl
s
nðxn; x0w; pÞ

� ��1 ð24Þ

The expected reward in state ðxn; x0wÞ is given by

Rs
Dnðxn; x0w; anÞ ¼ qsnðxn; x0wÞ�ðxn; x0w; anÞ, where qsnðxn; x0wÞ

is obtained from

qsnðxn; x0wÞ ¼ �rrsnðpÞxn�mmsn þ �rrswðpÞxw�mmsw � as
xl

lw
ð25Þ

where xn ¼ ðxn; xwÞ and xl ¼ x0w � xw.

3.2.2. Link MDP model for the wide-band process. The

state of the WB link process can be described by a vector

xw ¼ ðx0w; xwÞ, where x0w denotes the number of WB calls

in the system (on the link and in the queue) and xw denotes

the number of WB calls on the link. The state space for the

WB process is:

Xw ¼ xw ¼ ðx0w; xwÞ : x0w 2 Y 0
w and xw 2 Ywðx0wÞ

� �
ð26Þ

where

Y 0
w ¼ x0w : 0 � x0w � Ns

w þ Ls
� �

ð27Þ

and Ywðx0wÞ is defined by expression (15) in the previous

subsection. The action space is given by:

Aw ¼ aw : aw 2 f0; 1gf g ð28Þ

The permissible action space is a state-dependent subset

of Aw:

AwðxwÞ ¼ aw 2 Aw : aw ¼ 0 if x0w þ 1 =2 Y 0
w

� �
ð29Þ

The state transition probabilities when the queue is empty

ðxl ¼ 0Þ are given by:

pxwywðawÞ

¼

lswðxw; pÞ� yw ¼ xw þ 1 2 Ywðx0wÞ
ð1 � BwðxwÞÞaw�ðxw; awÞ; y0w ¼ x0w þ 1 2 Y 0

w

lswðxw; pÞ� yw ¼ xw 2 Ywðx0wÞ
BwðxwÞaw�ðxw; awÞ; y0w ¼ x0w þ 1 2 Y 0

w

xw�mmsw�ðxw; awÞ; yw ¼ xw � 1 2 Ywðx0wÞ
y0w ¼ x0w � 1 2 Y 0

w

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

ð30Þ

where lswðxw; pÞ is given by a formula analogous to

Equation (19), and BwðxwÞ denotes the probability that

an arriving WB call will enter the queue; for details of

the computation procedure, see Reference [13]. The state
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transition probabilities when the queue in non-empty

ð0 < xl � LsÞ are given by:

pxwywðawÞ

¼

lswðxw; pÞaw�ðxw; awÞ; yw ¼ xw 2 Ywðx0wÞ
y0w ¼ x0w þ 1 2 Y 0

w

xw�mmsw�ðxw; awÞ; yw ¼ xw 2 Ywðx0wÞ
y0w ¼ x0w � 1 2 Y 0

w

�sðxwÞ�ðxw; awÞ; yw ¼ xw þ 1 2 Ywðx0wÞ
y0w ¼ x0w 2 Y 0

w

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

ð31Þ

where �sðxwÞ�1
denotes the exceptional service time. This

time is equal to the passage time of the NB process from

the state xn ¼ ðxn; xwÞ at the moment of entering

xw ¼ ðx0w; xwÞ, to the state x0n ¼ ðx0n; xwÞ, where x0n ¼
Cs � ðxw þ 1Þbw. The exceptional service time has a com-

plex distribution. To cope with the problem we apply an

approximation presented in Reference [13] where the dis-

tribution was approximated by an exponential distribution

with mean �sðxwÞ�1
. For details of the evaluation, see

Reference [13].

The average departure rate for the WB category is com-

puted as:

�mmsw ¼
X
j2Jw

pswjm
�1
j þ Ts

" #�1

ð32Þ

where Ts denotes the average reservation time for WB

calls on link s (Ts can be obtained from measurements),

and pswj denotes the probability that an arbitrary WB call

found on the link is from class j 2 Jw.

The average sojourn time in state ðxwÞ is given by:

�ðxw; awÞ ¼ fxw�mmsw þ �sðxwÞ þ awl
s
wðxw; pÞg

�1 ð33Þ

The expected reward in state xw is given by Rs
Dwðxw; awÞ ¼

qswðxwÞ�ðxw; awÞ, where qswðxwÞ is obtained from

qswðxwÞ ¼ �rrsnðpÞ�xxnðxwÞ�mmsn þ �rrswðpÞxw�mmsw � as
xl

lw
ð34Þ

where �xxnðxwÞ denotes the average number of NB calls pre-

sent on the link in WB state xw. Note that �xxnðxwÞ can easily

be evaluated from flow balance equations for the NB process.

4. MDP COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE

This section outlines the MDP computational procedure

for determining a near-optimal CAC and routing policy

using the decomposed link model. The central idea is to

compute path net-gain functions, gkj ðy; pÞ, which estimate

the increase in long-term reward due to admission of a

class j call on path k in network state y. The CAC and rout-

ing rule is simply to choose, given the state of the network

and the class of the call request, a path which offer max-

imal positive path net-gain among the paths with sufficient

QoS (See Figure 2). The call is rejected if the maximum

path net-gain is negative, or if no path would offer suffi-

cient QoS.

4.1. Basic definitions

The state-dependent path net-gain is defined as:

gkj ðy; pÞ ¼ rj �
X
s2Sk

psi ðx; pÞ ð35Þ

where traffic class j is a member of traffic category i,

y ¼ fxg denotes the network state in the exact network

model, and psi ðx; pÞ denotes the state-dependent link sha-

dow price for category i on link s. The link shadow price

can be interpreted as the expected cost for accepting an i-th

category call in state x ¼ ðxn; x0wÞ and is defined as follows:

psi ðx; pÞ ¼ �rrsi ðpÞ � gsi ðx;pÞ ð36Þ

where gsi ðx; pÞ denotes the link net-gain for admission of a

category-i call in state x. The link net-gain expresses the

increase in long-term reward due to admission of a cate-

gory-i call in link state x. For the decomposed link model,

the link net-gain for the NB category is defined as:

gsnðfnðxÞ; x0w; pÞ ¼ gsnðxn; x0w; pÞ
¼ vsnðxn þ �n; x

0
w; pÞ � vsnðxn; x0w; pÞ

ð37Þ

where xn denotes the state of the NB process in WB state

x0w. The NB state is obtained from the exact link state as

follows:

xn ¼ fnðxÞ ¼ ðxn; x0w � xlÞ ð38Þ

Figure 2. The call is offered to a path which has sufficient QoS
and maximal positive path net-gain among the H ¼ jWjj alter-
native paths.
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where xl is given by:

xl ¼ flðxÞ :¼ inffxl : xl � 0;Cs � xnbn � ðx0w � xlÞbwg
ð39Þ

The link net-gain for the WB category is defined as:

gswðfwðxÞ; fwðxþ �wÞ; pÞ
¼ gswðxw; xþw ; pÞ ¼ vswðxþw ; pÞ � vswðxw; pÞ

ð40Þ

where the xw denotes the state of the WB process before

admission, xþw denotes the state of the WB process after

admission. The WB state is obtained from the exact link

state as follows:

xw ¼ fwðxÞ ¼ ðx0w; x0w � xlÞ ð41Þ

To give more insight into the definition of relative

values, let us define the expected link reward,

Rs
Dðx0; p; TÞ, obtained in a interval ðt0; t0 þ TÞ of length

T , assuming state x0 at time t0:

Rs
Dðx0; p; TÞ ¼ E

Z t0þT

t0

qsðxðtÞÞdt
� �

ð42Þ

where qsðxðtÞÞ denotes the expected reward accumulation

rate in state xðtÞ. The process fxðtÞg is driven by a prob-

abilistic law of motion specified by certain state transition

probabilities. The relative value can now be written as:

vsðx0; pÞ ¼ lim
T!1

Rs
Dðx0; p; TÞ � Rs

Dðxr; p; TÞ
� �

ð43Þ

That is, the relative value in state x0 is defined as the dif-

ference in future reward earnings when starting in the

given state, compared to a reference state, xr. In practice,

the relative value function is obtained by solving a set of

linear equations (see below).

4.2. Adaptation of the CAC and routing policy

The algorithm for determining the near-optimal CAC and

routing policy p can be summarised as follows:

1. Startup: Initialise the relative values in a way that make

all link net-gains with permissible admission positive.

2. On-line operation phase: Measure per-path call accep-

tance rates �llkj ðpÞ and per-link blocking probabilities

Bc
j ðpÞ while employing the maximum path net-gain

routing rule. Perform the measurements for a suffi-

ciently long period for the system to attain statistical

equilibrium.

3. Policy iteration cycle: At the end of the measurement

period, perform the following steps for all links s in

the network:

(a) Identify the link MDP model:

NB link model: determine link call arrival rates

lsnðxn; x0w; pÞ and per-category reward parameters

�rrsnðpÞ.
WB link model: determine link call arrival rates

lswðxw; pÞ and per-category reward parameters

�rrswðpÞ.
(b) Value determination:

NB link model: find relative values vsnðxn; x0w; pÞ and

average reward rate �RRs
DnðpÞ for the current policy p.

WB link model: find relative values vswðxw; pÞ and

average reward rate �RRs
DwðpÞ for the current policy p.

(c) Policy improvement: Find the new link CAC poli-

cies psn
0 and psw

0 based on the new relative values

and the new average reward rates.

4. Convergence test: For each category, repeat from 2 until

the average reward per time unit converges.

According to MDP theory an optimal policy is found

after a finite number of policy iterations in case of a finite

state and policy space [4].

4.2.1. Value determination for the NB link model. For the

NB link model, different solution techniques are used

depending on whether the NB process contains a trapping

state or not. When x0w < Ns
w, the NB process does not con-

tain a trapping state. In this case, the following sparse sys-

tem of linear equations are should be solved to obtain the

relative values and the average reward rate:

where the following quantities need to be specified:

� Xnðx0wÞ: the NB state space given WB state x0w,

� an ¼ psnðxn; x0wÞ: the control action in NB state xn given

WB state x0w,

vsnðxn; x0w; pÞ ¼ Rs
Dnðxn; x0w; anÞ � �RRs

DnðpÞ�ðxn; x0w; anÞ þ
P

yn2Xnðx0wÞ pxnynjx0wðanÞv
s
nðyn; x0w; pÞ

vsnðxnr; x0w; pÞ ¼ 0; xnr 2 Xnðx0wÞ; xn 2 Xnðx0wÞnfxnrg

�
ð44Þ
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� �ðxn; x0w; anÞ: the expected sojourn time in NB state xn
given WB state x0w,

� Rs
Dnðxn; x0w; anÞ: the expected link reward when leaving

NB state xn given WB state x0w,

� pxnynjx0wðanÞ: the transition probability from NB state xn
to NB state state yn, given that action an is taken in NB

state xn, given WB state x0w,

� xnr: the reference NB state,

in order to compute the unknowns:

� vsnðxn; x0w; pÞ: the relative value in NB state xn under

routing policy p given WB state x0w,

� �RRs
DnðpÞ: the average rate of NB link reward under policy p.

A special solution technique is needed when the NB

process contains a trapping state, which occurs when

Ns
w � x0w � Ns

w þ Ls. When the NB process enters a trap-

ping state it stays there until the WB process enters a

new state. The trapping state of the NB process is

xnr ¼ ð0;Ns
wÞ. Moreover, the average reward rate is given

by �RRs
DnðpÞ ¼ qðxnr; x0wÞ.

Let us define the relative reward rate in state xn as the

difference

�sDnðxn; x0w; pÞ ¼ qsnðxn; x0wÞ � �RRs
DnðpÞ ð45Þ

where qsnðxn; x0wÞ denotes the immediate NB reward rate in

state xn and �RRs
DnðpÞ denotes the average NB reward rate.

The expected accumulated NB relative reward in the inter-

val ðt0; t0 þ TÞ is given by

�s
Dnðxn; x0w; p; TÞ ¼ E

Z t0þT

t0

�sDnðynðtÞ; x0w; pÞdt
� �

ð46Þ

where the initial state is given by ynðt0Þ ¼ xn. The relative

value vsnðxn; x0w; pÞ can be interpreted as the expected accu-

mulated relative reward over an infinite interval when

starting from state xn:

vsnðxn; x0w; pÞ ¼ lim
T!1

�s
Dnðxn; x0w; p; TÞ ð47Þ

The definitions (45),(46) and (47) apply to Markov pro-

cesses with or without a trapping state. Now consider spe-

cifically the NB process with a trapping state. First observe

that the state-dependent relative reward rate becomes zero

when the trapping state is reached. Let msðyn; x0w; anÞ
represent the accumulated relative reward obtained by

accumulating relative rewards from the starting state yn
until reaching the adjacent lower state yn � 1. We define

the relative value in state xn for a NB process with a trap-

ping state as the sum of accumulated relative rewards from

the starting state xn until reaching the trapping state xnr:

where yn ¼ ðyn; ywÞ and yw ¼ fwðynÞ ¼ supðyw : Cs�
ynbn � ywbwÞ.

Lets assume the accumulated relative reward is deliv-

ered to the network when the NB process eventually makes

a transition from state yn to the adjacent lower state yn � 1.

The rate of delivered accumulated relative reward is given

by msðyn; x0w; anÞyn�mmsn. Note that this accumulated relative

reward is a sum of relative reward obtained in state yn
and the accumulated relative reward obtained from the

upper adjacent state yn þ 1. Hence, we obtain the follow-

ing recursive formula for the accumulated relative reward

values msðyn; x0w; anÞ:

where ymax
n ¼ Cs � xwbw denotes the maximum number

of NB calls that can be accepted on the link, given that

xw WB calls currently are active on the link. Liao

and Mason proposed in Reference [13] a similar

recursive formula for the first passage time between

Markov states.

vsnðxn; x0w; pÞ ¼
Pxn

yn¼1 m
sðyn; x0w; psnðyn; fwðynÞ; x0wÞÞ; xn 2 Xnðx0wÞnf0;Ns

wg;
vsnðð0;Ns

wÞ; x0w; pÞ ¼ 0

(
ð48Þ

msðyn; x0w; anÞyn�mmsn ¼ �sDnðyn; fwðynÞ; x0w; pÞþ
lsnðyn; fwðynÞ; x0w; pÞanmsðyn þ 1; x0w; p

s
nðyn þ 1; fwðyn þ 1Þ; x0wÞÞ; yn ¼ 1; . . . ; ymax

n � 1

msðymax
n ; x0w; anÞymax

n �mmsn ¼ �sDnðymax
n ; fwðymax

n Þ; x0w; pÞ

8><
>: ð49Þ
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4.2.2. Value determination for the WB link model. For the

WB category, the following sparse system of linear equa-

tions should be solved in order to obtain the relative values

and the average reward rate:

where the following quantities need to be specified:

� Xw: the WB state space,

� aw ¼ pswðxwÞ: the control action in WB state xw,

� �ðxw; awÞ: the expected sojourn time in WB state xw,

� Rs
Dwðxw; awÞ: the expected link reward when leaving

WB state xw,

� pxwywðawÞ: the transition probability from WB state xw
to WB state yw, given that action aw is taken in WB

state xw,

� xwr: the reference WB state,

in order to compute the unknowns:

� vswðxw; pÞ: the relative value in WB state xw under rout-

ing policy p,

� �RRs
DwðpÞ: the average rate of WB link reward under

policy p.

4.2.3. Policy improvement for NB link model. For the NB

link model, in case the NB process does not contain any

trapping state ðx0w < Ns
wÞ the policy improvement step

becomes:

an ¼ max
un2Anðxn;x0wÞ

(
Rs
Dnðxn; x0w; unÞ � �RRs

DnðpÞ�ðxn; x0w; unÞ

þ
X

yn2Xnðx0wÞ
pxnynðunÞv

s
nðyn; x0w; pÞ

)

ð51Þ

In case the NB process does contain a trapping state

ðNs
w � x0w � Ns

w þ LsÞ the policy improvement step

becomes:

an ¼ max
un2Anðxn;x0wÞ

msðxn; x0w; unÞ
� �

ð52Þ

4.2.4. Policy improvement for WB link model. For

the WB link model the policy improvement step

becomes:

aw ¼ max
uw2AwðxwÞ

(
Rs
Dwðxw; uwÞ � �RRs

DwðpÞ�ðxw; uwÞ

þ
X
yw2Xw

pxwywðuwÞv
s
wðyw; pÞg

ð53Þ

5. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

5.1. Complexity of policy iteration

The computation (time) complexity of policy iteration is

shown in Table 4. In the table, we have assumed that tradi-

tional Gauss elimination is used to find the relative values,

in which case the complexity is cubic in the size of the

state space. This can be seen as an upper limit of the actual

complexity since the system is sparse and more efficient

iterative algorithms can be used.

5.2. State space cardinality

5.2.1. Exact link model

The size of the state space for the exact link model is

given by:

S ¼
XNs
wþLs

x0w¼0

Nnðx0wÞ ð54Þ

vswðxw; pÞ ¼ Rs
Dwðxw; awÞ � �RRs

DwðpÞ�ðxw; awÞ þ
P

yw2Xw
pxwywðawÞvswðyw; pÞ

vswðxwr; pÞ ¼ 0; xwr 2 Xw; xw 2 Xwnfxwrg

(
ð50Þ

Table 4. Computational complexity of policy iteration.

Value Policy
determination improvement

Exact link model S3 S2G

NB link model
PNs

wþLs

x0w¼0 Snðx0wÞ
3 PNs

wþLs

x0w¼0 2Snðx0wÞ
WB link model S3

w 2Sw
State aggregation link model S3

a Sa2G
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where Nnðx0wÞ denotes the number of NB states in the state

space when x0w WB calls are present in the system:

Nnðx0wÞ ¼ Cs � ðx0w � xlÞbw þ 1 ð55Þ

where xl ¼ flðxÞ denotes the number of WB calls in the

queue in state x. It can be shown that the size of the state

space grows like:

S � 1

G!

Y
i2I

Si

( )
þ LsfbCs=bnc þ 1g ð56Þ

where Sn ¼ Ns
n þ 1 and Sw ¼ Ns

w þ 1 denotes the maximal

number of NB and WB states, respectively, on the the link

when the other category is not present.

5.2.2. NB link model. The state of the NB link process

can be described by a vector xn ¼ ðxn; xwÞ, where xn
and xw denotes the number of NB and WB calls,

respectively, on the link. The NB link process is

assumed to reach steady state distribution for each

number of WB calls, x0w, in the system (on the link and

in the queue).

The size of the NB state space in WB state x0w is

given by:

Snðx0wÞ ¼
XminðNs

w;x
0
wÞ

xw¼max ð0;x0w�LsÞ
Nnðx0w; xwÞ ð57Þ

where Nnðx0w; xwÞ denotes the number of NB states in the

state space when the number of WB calls in the system

is x0w and the number of WB calls on the link is xw:

Nnðx0w; xwÞ ¼
Cs � xwbw þ 1; x0w ¼ xw
bw; x0w > xw; xw < Ns

w

1; x0w > xw; xw ¼ Ns
w

8<
:

ð58Þ

5.2.3. WB link model. The state of the WB link process

can be described by a vector xw ¼ ðx0w; xwÞ, where x0w
and xw are defined above. The size of the WB state space

is given by:

Sw ¼
XNs
wþLs

x0w¼0

Nwðx0wÞ ð59Þ

where Nwðx0wÞ denotes the number of WB states in the state

space when the number of WB calls in the system is x0w:

Nwðx0wÞ ¼ minðNs
w; x

0
wÞ � max ð0; x0w � LsÞ þ 1 ð60Þ

5.2.4. State aggregation link model. In the state aggrega-

tion method [7], the G-dimensional micro state

ðx1; . . . ; xGÞ is aggregated into a one-dimensional macro

state m ¼
P

i2I bixi. The state space will contain

Sa ¼ Cs þ 1 states, independent of the number of cate-

gories G. This is under the assumption that the bandwidth

requirements are integer valued, and at least one of the

categories requires one bandwidth unit.

6. NUMERICAL RESULTS

6.1. Considered routing algorithms

The routing algorithms that are considered in the numeri-

cal experiments can be classified into MDP-based routing

algorithms and conventional routing algorithms. Three

MDP-based routing algorithms are compared:

� MDP—MDP routing based on exact link model pro-

posed in Subsection 3.2 in part I of this paper [5],

� MDP D—MDP routing based on the decomposed link

model proposed in Subsection 3.2 in part II of this paper,

� MDP A—MDP routing based on Krishnan’s and

Hübner’s state aggregation link model [7] with modified

link reward parameters [12].

The two standard simplifications of the MDP model,

that is, link independence and aggregation of call classes

into call categories are applied by all the MDP-based algo-

rithms. A third simplification (decomposition of NB/WB

process, state aggregation) is carried out by the MDP D

and MDP A algorithms. The CAC and routing algorithms

for the exact and decomposed link MDP models are out-

lined in Section 4 (4) of part I (II) of this paper. One simu-

lation run with the MDP-based algorithms consists of an

initial ‘warm up’ period, followed by a number of adapta-

tion periods, and finally a measurement period. Each adap-

tation period consists of an measurement period followed

by a policy iteration step.

The performance of the least loaded routing (LLR)

method is also evaluated. The reason for evaluating LLR

is that it is among the routing methods with best perfor-

mance [17, 19]. The LLR routing method is implemented

in many countries, including USA and Canada. We are

not aware of any implementation of MDP routing in real

networks.

One simulation run with the LLR algorithm consists of

one warm up period followed by one measurement period.

During these periods, the LLR algorithm works as follows.

When a class-j call request is received, the set of shortest
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paths Wn
j with n links is considered first. In case of routing

of NB calls, a path among this set with largest free capacity

of the bottleneck link greater than or equal to the band-

width requirement bj and greater than the trunk reservation

value �nj is searched for. The bottleneck link is the link with

least free capacity along the path. Note that a unique trunk

reservation value is used for every call from class j that is

offered to the set of shortest paths of length n. In case of

routing of WB calls, the paths which require no queuing

are given priority. The same routing rule as for NB calls

applies to the set of shortest paths which requires no queu-

ing. In case queuing is necessary, the WB call is offered to

the path which has the smallest maximal queue length

along the path. For both NB and WB calls, if all paths

are busy, the call is offered the next set of (longer) shortest

paths, and the routing procedure is repeated. The proce-

dure stops when a feasible path among the set of shortest

paths is found, or when no path between the OD pair offers

sufficient free link/queue capacity.

6.2. Examples and results

The performance analysis is performed for the network

example W6N described in Table 5. The total offered

traffic load is measured by � ¼
P

j2J bjljm
�1
j [Mbps�

Erlang]. The topology of W6N is shown in Figure 3.

The link capacities and offered traffic volumes for

network example W6N are based on the example in

Reference [20] and is shown in Table 6. Network W6N

corresponds to a STM type network. The OD pairs in

W6N are offered different traffic volumes (asymmetric

case). Each OD pair has one direct path and four alterna-

tive paths with two links. The algorithm specific parameter

settings, presented in Table 7, were determined heuristi-

cally based on simulation experience.

Each curve in the diagrams contains N simulation

points, �xxk; k ¼ 1; . . . ;N, which are obtained as averages

over M simulation runs per point: �xxk ¼ 1
M

PM
i¼1 xik. For

assessment of the accuracy of the simulation results, we

present values of the pooled variance, and the varianceTable 5. Description of network example W6N.

W6N

Symmetrical No
#Nodes 6
#Uni-directional links 30
#OD pairs P 30
#Routes per OD pair 5
Link capacity Cs [Mbps] 12–192
Queue capacity Ls 0–3
Network capacity [Mbps] 2484
Max #links in path 2
#Traffic categories G 2
Mean holding time 1=mj [s] 1, 10
Bandwidth bj [Mbps] 1, 6
Total offered load � [Mbps�Erlang] 1816.8
r0j ¼ rjmj=bj 1

Figure 3. Network example W6N.

Table 6. Link capacity and offered traffic for W6N.

Link Link capacity Offered traffic
[Mbps] [Mbps�Erlang]

1,2 36 32.96
1,3 24 8.36
1,4 162 154.68
1,5 48 24.56
1,6 48 34.93
2,3 96 30.13
2,4 96 121.93
2,5 108 92.14
2,6 96 99.07
3,4 12 14.30
3,5 48 8.23
3,6 24 15.90
4,5 192 95.30
4,6 84 99.60
5,6 168 76.27

Table 7. Algorithm specific parameters.

MDP adaptation epochs 6
MDP D adaptation epochs 6
MDP A adaptation epochs 4
Call events in warm up period 500 000
Call events in adaptation period 1000 000
Call events in measurement period 1000 000
Delay penalty weight 100
#Simulation points per curve N 4, 16, 19
#Simulation runs per point M 20
TR parameters ð�nn; �nwÞ, NB traffic

WB traffic
� 1, Ls ¼ 0 (6,0)

TR parameters ð�nn; �nwÞ, otherwise (0,0)
Filtering probability �s

njkðxn; x0w; pÞ 1.0
Filtering probability �s

wjkðxw; pÞ 1.0
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of the pooled variance, of the performance, in Tables 8–12.

We compute the pooled variance over the N simulation

points as:

s2 ¼ 1

N

XN
k¼1

s2
k ð61Þ

where s2
k denotes the sample variance of the value of

point k:

s2
k ¼

1

M � 1

XM
i¼1

ðxik � �xxkÞ2 ð62Þ

The sample variance of the pooled variance is obtained as:

S2 ¼ 1

N � 1

XN
k¼1

ðs2
k � s2Þ2 ð63Þ

Table 13 shows the average simulation time and pooled

variance for one of M simulation runs carried out for each

of the N simulation points per curve. The table is based on

CPU time measurements for Figure 12.

The performance measures of interest in the simulations

are the reward loss, average call set-up delay and objective

reward loss:

L ¼ 1 � �RR=R ð64Þ

�DD ¼
X
s

�DDs

lsw
lw

ð65Þ

LD ¼ 1 � �RRD=R ð66Þ

Figures 4 and 5 show the computational time complex-

ity of one cycle of policy iteration for a single link. The

cube root of the complexity, as a function of the link capa-

city, is shown in Figure 4 in the pure loss case ðLs ¼ 0Þ.
The cube root of the complexity as a function of the max-

imal queue size is shown in Figure 5. Note that approxi-

mate link model based on state aggregation ðMDP AÞ
can only be used in the case with no call queuing.

Table 8. Pooled variance in simulations with variable delay
penalty weight.

L [%] �DD [s] LD [%]
s2ðS2Þ s2ðS2Þ s2ðS2Þ

MDP 0.05 (0.0006) 0.00 (0.0000) 0.08 (0.0013)
MDP D 0.05 (0.0002) 0.00 (0.0000) 0.07 (0.0004)
LLR 0.04 (0.0003) 0.00 (0.0000) 0.17 (0.0184)

Table 9. Pooled variance in simulations with variable maximal
queue size.

L [%] �DD [s] LD [%]
s2ðS2Þ s2ðS2Þ s2ðS2Þ

MDP 0.07 (0.0011) 0.00 (0.0000) 0.09 (0.0009)
MDP D 0.13 (0.0288) 0.00 (0.0000) 0.14 (0.0268)
LLR 0.06 (0.0020) 0.00 (0.0000) 0.08 (0.0014)

Table 10. Pooled variance in simulations with variable traffic
ratio for Ls ¼ 0 case.

L [%]
s2ðS2Þ

MDP 0.16 (0.0053)
MDP D 0.23 (0.0392)
LLR 0.15 (0.0154)

Table 11. Pooled variance in simulations with variable traffic
ratio for Ls ¼ 3 case.

L [%] �DD [s] LD [%]
s2ðS2Þ s2ðS2Þ s2ðS2Þ

MDP 0.03 (0.0004) 0.00 (0.0000) 0.05 (0.0008)
MDP D 0.03 (0.0003) 0.00 (0.0000) 0.05 (0.0006)
LLR 0.03 (0.0004) 0.00 (0.0000) 0.07 (0.0026)

Table 12. Pooled variance in simulations with variable WB
normalised reward parameter.

NB blocking WB blocking
probability [%] probability [%]

s2ðS2Þ s2ðS2Þ

MDP 58.3 (5738.4) 1.3 (7.2)
MDP D 0.15 (0.1) 12.0 (609.4)
LLR 0.2 (0.0) 0.0 (0.0)

Table 13. CPU time for one simulation run in one point in
simulations with variable traffic ratio for Ls ¼ 0 case.

CPU time CPU time
average [s] s2ðS2Þ

MDP 252.2 211.5 (5278.7)
MDP D 148.2 19.9 (157.6)
MDP A 45.1 0.3 (0.01)
LLR 14.6 10.8 (6.4)
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Figures 6–8 show the loss-delay network routing perfor-

mance (reward loss, average call set-up delay, objective

reward loss) as a function of the delay penalty weight as.
We have assumed a maximal queue size Ls ¼ 3 and a traf-

fic ratio bnlnm�1
n =bwlwm�1

w equal to 1 for each OD pair.

Figures 9–11 show the loss-delay network routing per-

formance (reward loss, average call set-up delay, objective

reward loss) as a function of the maximal queue size Ls.

We have assumed a traffic ratio of 1 for each OD pair

and delay penalty weight as of 100.

Figure 12 shows the loss network routing performance

(reward loss) as a function of the traffic ratio. Different

mixes are obtained by varying the per-category call arrival

rate to the OD pairs between the simulations, while keep-

ing the amount of traffic per OD pair constant. All OD

pairs were offered the same per-category call arrival rates

within a simulation.

Figures 13–15 show the loss-delay network routing per-

formance (reward loss, average call set-up delay, objective

reward loss) as a function of the traffic ratio. We have

assumed a traffic delay penalty weight as of 100.

Figures 16 and 17 show the loss-delay network call

blocking probability as a function of the normalised WB

reward parameter. The normalised reward parameter, r0j,

Figure 4. Cube root of the complexity of one policy iteration
cycle as a function of the link capacity for the pure loss case.

Figure 5. Cube root of the complexity of one policy iteration
cycle as a function of the maximal queue size.

Figure 6. Reward loss of different routing methods versus delay
penalty weight.

Figure 7. Average call set-up delay of different routing methods
versus delay penalty weight.
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for class j fulfils r0j ¼ rjmj=bj. We have assumed a traffic

ratio of 1.0 for each OD pair and a delay penalty weight

as of 100.

6.3. Results analysis

From the graphs in Figures 4 and 5 the following conclu-

sions are drawn:

� The difference in cube root of the computational com-

plexity between the exact and approximate MDP mod-

els increases very fast when the link capacity increases.

� The cube root of the complexity grow linearly as a func-

tion of the maximal queue size, both for the exact MDP

and decomposed MDP D link model.

From the graphs in Figures 6–8, which shows the loss-

delay network routing performance versus delay penalty

weight, the following conclusions are drawn:

� The reward loss for the MDP-based methods tend to

increase with the delay penalty weight as.
� The reward loss for the LLR method is independent of

the penalty weight as.
� The average call set-up delay for the MDP-based meth-

ods decreases with the delay penalty weight as.
� The average call set-up delay for the LLR methods is

independent of the delay penalty weight as.
� The objective reward loss increases with the delay pen-

alty weight as for all the methods.

Figure 8. Objective reward loss of different routing methods
versus delay penalty weight.

Figure 9. Reward loss of different routing methods versus max-
imal queue size.

Figure 10. Average call set-up delay of different routing methods
versus maximal queue size.

Figure 11. Objective reward loss of different routing methods
versus maximal queue size.
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From the graphs in Figures 9–11, which shows the loss-

delay network routing performance versus maximal queue

size, the following conclusions are drawn:

� Call queuing reduces the reward loss.

� The average call set-up delay increases when the max-

imal queue size Ls increases.

� The best overall behaviour in terms of the objective

reward loss is obtained for the exact MDP routing algo-

rithm.

� The MDP D routing algorithm gives high reward loss

when Ls ¼ 0.

From the graphs in Figure 12, which shows the loss net-

work routing performance versus the traffic ratio when

Ls ¼ 0, the following conclusions are drawn:

� The reward loss decreases when the ratio between NB

and WB traffic increases.

� The lowest reward loss is obtained for the MDP-based

routing algorithms.

Since the MDP D method was not designed for pure

loss case, its performance in this case is inferior to the per-

formance of other methods. The reason for that behaviour

Figure 12. Reward loss of different routing methods versus
traffic ratio for Ls ¼ 0.

Figure 13. Reward loss of different routing methods versus
traffic ratio for Ls ¼ 3.

Figure 14. Average call set-up delay of different routing methods
versus traffic ratio for Ls ¼ 3.

Figure 15. Objective reward loss of different routing methods
versus traffic ratio for Ls ¼ 3.
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is that in the pure loss case the MDP D model does not

have any ‘intelligent blocking’.

From the graphs in Figures 13–15, which shows the

loss-delay network routing performance versus the traffic

ratio when Ls ¼ 3, the following conclusions are drawn:

� The lowest reward loss is obtained for the MDP-based

routing algorithms.

� The reward loss decreases when the ratio between NB

and WB traffic increases.

� The average call set-up delay is lowest for the MDP-

based routing algorithms.

� The average call set-up delay decreases when the ratio

between NB and WB traffic increases.

� The best overall behaviour in terms of the objective reward

loss is obtained for the MDP-based routing algorithms.

From the graphs in Figures 16–18, which shows the

loss-delay network per-category call blocking probability

versus normalised WB reward parameter, the following

conclusions are drawn:

� The ratio between the NB and WB call blocking prob-

ability for the MDP-based methods can be controlled by

varying the normalised WB reward parameter.

� The variability in the WB blocking probability for the

MDP method is due to the larger confidence interval

for such small values.

� The per-category blocking probabilities of the LLR

method are not sensitive to changes in the normalised

WB reward parameter.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we formulated the CAC and routing problem

as a reward maximisation problem with penalty for WB

call set-up delay. In this formulation, each call class is

characterised by its reward parameter defining the

expected reward for carrying a call from this class. Such

a formulation allows to apply Markov decision process

(MDP) theory to solve the problem. To make the solution

feasible, we decomposed the network into a set of links

assumed to have independent traffic and reward processes

respectively.

Figure 16. Per-category call blocking probability for MDP
method versus normalised reward parameter.

Figure 17. Per-category call blocking probability for MDP D
method versus normalised reward parameter.

Figure 18. Per-category call blocking probability for LLR
method versus normalised reward parameter.
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The computational burden of the exact MDP framework

for CAC and routing is prohibitive even for moderate-size

networks. Fortunately, it can be reduced to manageable

levels by a set of modelling simplifications. First, the

network is decomposed into a set of links assumed to

have independent traffic and reward processes

respectively. Second, the high-dimensional link Markov

process and link reward process are aggregated into

low-dimensional link Markov process and link reward

processes respectively. Third, the low-dimensional link

Markov process and link reward process are decomposed

into per-category link Markov processes and link reward

processes.

The numerical results show that the MDP-based meth-

ods are able to find an efficient trade-off between reward

loss and average call set-up delay, outperforming the least

loaded routing (LLR) method. The numerical results also

showed that the MDP-based methods offer an additional

advantage over LLR routing, namely the ability to control

the distribution of blocking probabilities among the call

classes.

The approximate MDP method based on link Markov

process decomposition shows good performance for loss-

delay networks. However, in pure loss networks, the same

method performs poorly in the studied simulation exam-

ple. In the loss network case, we recommend to use other

methods such as state aggregation.
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